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Abstract 
Gabutti, B., S.L. Kalla and J.H. Hubbell, Some expansions related to the Hubbell rectangular-source integral, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 37 (1991) 273-285. 
Four series expansions are presented and examined for the Hubbell rectangular-source integral f(a, b) = /$ 
arctan( a/&?)(&?-1 dx for the extremal situations when one or both of the parameters a, b tend to 
zero or infinity. 
Keywork Error-bound analysis, Hubbell integral, hypergeometric function, radiation field, rectangular source, 
series expansions. 
1. Introduction and principal result 
Let 
f(a7 b) =l”[arctan &] /& 9 
where 
O<Udb<CG. (1.4 
The integral in (1.1) is the leading term in a series solution in [lo] for the computation of the 
radiation field from a plane isotropic rectangular (plaque) source, embedded in a medium, such 
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that each differential area1 source element acts as a point-isotropic source. Thus this source 
differs from the Lambertian (diffuse) sources encountered in illumination engineering. 
Instead, the radiation emitted from each source element, as seen by an omnidirectional 
detector at coordinates determined by the parameters a, b, is governed by a combination of (1) 
the inverse square law, (2) exponential attenuation by the medium, and (3) a “build-up factor” to 
account for scattering and other secondary radiations generated in the medium and seen by the 
detector [8,9]. If the medium is a vacuum, or sufficiently approximates a vacuum, the radiation 
field from each source element is governed only by the inverse square law, in which case all the 
higher terms vanish, and the leading term f(a, b) in (1.1) is the complete solution for the 
plaque-source radiation field. 
This series solution, particularly the leading (“bare source”) term in (l.l), has found use in a 
variety of medical [12] and other plaque-source applications such as irradiation processing and 
sterilization. 
The integral f( a, b) given in (1.1) has been evaluated in [lo], using a rapidly convergent series 
f(a, b)=&rarcsinha--i f ~ 
i+l 
’ (1.3) 
for a, b satisfying the conditions (1.2), and their numerical results from (1.3) were verified by 
numerical integrations of (1.1) in [7]. 
A solution for f( a, b) has also been given in [4] in terms of Clausen’s function 
Cl,@) = g n-2 sin( nt9) = - /osln(2 sin it) dt, (1.4) 
n=l 
for which Grosjean [6] has recently derived several useful computation formulae. In addition, 
some uniform approximations for f( a, b) have been explored in [2]. 
Here we are concerned with different series expansions of f( a, b) which are closely related to 
the extremal value of f(a, b) when one or both the parameters a, b tend to zero or infinity. 
More precisely, we determine four series expansions of f( a, b), each valid in a specified range of 
the parameters a, b. These are: 
(a) O<a<l, a<b<co; 
(@O<aico,~<b<oo; 
(Y) 0 <a<co, a<b<oo; 
(6) O<a<co,max(l, a)gb<co. 
In each of these cases we represent the integral f( a, b) by the sum of two terms: the former is an 
elementary function giving the well-known limit case for a + 0 or b + 00 [lo]; the latter is a 
series expansion which is convergent when a, b satisfy one of the conditions (a), ( fi), ( y) or (8). 
(Two of these series are known: see Section 3.) 
Associated with each series, an a priori estimate of the remainder is also given. Indeed we shall 
prove the next theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let f (a, b) be gioen by (1.1) and let F(x, y; z; w) = zFI(x, y; z; w) be a Gaussian 
hypergeometric function (we adopt the notation of [l]). TheB, 
$(a, b) =a arctan b+ SC*‘, (1.5) 
where 
S’“‘=ab E (-l)L&F(k+l,$;s;-bi), 
k=l 
if a, b satis& (a); 
(1.6) 
f (a, b) = 3% arcsinh a - StB), (13 
where 
if a, b satisfy (j3); 
where 
f (a, 6) = in arcsinh a - Sfy), (1.9) 
(1 .lO> 
if a, b sat&b (y); 
f(a, b) = fn arcsinh a - A’(‘), (1.11) 
where 
(1.22) 
if a, b satisfjt (8). 
~oreouer, if S,‘“‘, S,‘@, S,Cy), S,“‘“, n = 1, 2,. . . , are the sequences of partial sum giuen respec- 
tively by series (1.6), (1.8), (HO), (1.12) truncated af&er the nth term, it holds 
a2n 
IS’“’ - $“‘I d ab- 
2n+l’ O,<a<l, 
I n 
$P’ _ $P’ < - [_p$&-&, b>rn, 
Is 
fY) - S,(Y) / g 
a2n+l 
b(l + b2)‘(2n -t 1)” ’ 
b>a, 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1 ss) 
s’“’ - sp 1 < 1 
b2”(2n+1)’ b”’ (1 Xi) 
n=l,2 1.‘. . 
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Remark. Equation (1.5) can be written in the alternative form 
f( a, b) = a arcsin /-l-$ + SC*‘. (1.17) 
This a consequence of known relations involving hypergeometric functions [l, 15.15, 15.1.6, 
15.3.41. 
By using the series established in Theorem 1 it is possible to derive asymptotic expansions of 
the integral (1.1). Indeed, it holds: 
fh b) - a arctan b, a + 0, b fixed, (1.18) 
f(a, b) - $r arcsinh a, a fixed, b+ co, (1.19) 
f(u, b) - $rr arcsinh a - C, u+oo, b+co, (1.20) 
where 
C= C( %) = $/,‘x-l arctan( ix) dx, (1.21) 
and u/b = constant < 1. 
The integral which appears in (1.21) cannot be expressed as a finite combination of elementary 
functions. If b = a, then C(1) = 0.91596559.. ., which is known as Catalan’s constant. 
Expansions (1.18) and (1.19) follow immediately from (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7), (1.8) (or (1.9), 
(l.lO)), respectively. 
Expansion (1.20), (1.21) can be easily proved by using (1.11) and series (2.20) below. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in the next section. In Section 3 we consider a generalization 
of the integral (1.1) and in Section 4 we show numerical applications. 
2. Proofs 
All proofs are based on the alternative representation of (1.1): 
This is established in [4]; it follows by differentiating and integrating, with respect to the 
parameter a, the integral f (a, b) in (1.1) and by replacing x, y by xu, yb, respectively, in the 
resulting integral. For later references we note also the integral representation of the hypergeo- 
metric function [l, 15.3.11 
py1 - tz) -’ dt = +(a, b; b+ 1; z). (2.2) 
Proof of (1.5), (1.6), (1.13). Let u, b be satisfying condition (a) and assume 0 <x, y < 1. The 
use of binomial expansion gives 
(1 + u*x* + b2y2) -’ = k@-l)k u2kX2kk+l * 
(1 + b*y*) 
(2.3) 
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Substituting this into (2.1), integrating term by term and setting t =y2, one finds 
f(a, b) = a$ 1 + b2y2)-1 dy + SC*‘, 
with 
(24 
S’“’ = ;ab E (- l)ka2k/1]1x2k(l + b2t)-k-1t-‘/2 dx dt. 
k=l 0 0 
From this, series (1.6) follows immediately by using (2.2) and 
(2.5) 
J 
lX2k 1 dx= 2k+1, k=O,l,... . (2.6) 
0 
To prove (1.13) we note that (2.5) implies 
$4 _ $4 = iab f (- l)ka2k/1/1X2k(l + b2t)-k-1t-‘/2 dx dt 
k=n 0 0 
= iab 
1 
lJ 
1 ( -1)“,2nx2n 
-~ 
o o (1 + b2t)“+1t1/2 j=~ 
dx dt, 
where we set j=k-n. 
Thus, from condition (a), it follows that 
S’“’ _ S’“’ = Na2’J+lhjljl x2”t-1’2 dx dt ” 2 o o (1 + b2t)“(1 + b2t + a2x2) ’ 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
so that the use of the inequalities 
06X, t<l, 
1 
~ Gl, 
1 
1 + b2t 1 + b2t + a2x2 
<l 
gives 
$4 - $4 < ia 
n I 2”+1btx2n dxlt112 dt, (2.9) 
and consequently (1.13). q 
Proof of (1.7), (l.S), (1.14). The proof of this and all the remaining results makes use of a further 
integral representation of f( a, b); this is 
f(a, b) = $IT arcsinh a - g(a, b), (2.10) 
where 
g(a, b)=ab 
1 1 
JJ 
1 
0 ,J b2+y2+u2x2y2 
dx dy. 
To prove this, note that integral (1.1) can be written in the form 
f(a, b) = LZ/‘/~(~ + a2x2 + t2)-l dx dt - g(a, b), 
0 0 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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g( a, b) = t.$/bm(l + u2x2 + t2)-l dx dt. 
The substitution t = b/y in the last integral gives (2.11). The first term on the right-hand side of 
(2.12) is an elementary function: 
co 
a 
JJ 
l O”(l + 
0 0 
a2x2 + t2)-’ dx dt = cl/’ 
dx t 
0 (1 + a2X2)1’2 
arctan 
(1 +a2x2) 
l/2 1 0 
= +r7a J 1 dx 0 (1 + c?x2)1’2 = &r arcsinh a. 
This completes the proof of (2.10), (2.11). 
The series S@’ S(“) S(‘) given by (1-Q (l.lO), (1.12) are obtained by considering, in accor- 
dance with conditions ip), (y), (S) different expansions of the integrated function of (2.11). For 
instance, using condition (fi) and the identity 
-1 
(b2 +y2 + L7’x2y’)-’ l+$(l+o2x2) 1 ) (2.13) 
since (2.11) it follows 
x2kt-“2(1 + a2t)k dt dx. (2.14) 
This and integrals (2.2), (2.6) gives (1.8). 
Concerning the remainder of the series S@’ we observe that if $@ are the partial sums of 
series (1.8), the use of series (2.14) and condition (/3) gives 
$P’ _ CJ’B’ = a 
” 2b ttt-112;n %x2*(1 + a2t)k dt dx 
= +1>” l 
2/,2"+1 Jl 
It-'/2 2n 
x (l+a2t)$ 
0 0 j=O 
-$(l+a’t) ‘dxdt 
I 
= 4-v 1 1 x2”(1 + a2t)t-1’2 JJ 2b2”-’ 0 r, b2 +x2(1 + a2t) dx dt. (2.15) 
Since 
1 + a2t < 1 + a’, [ b2 + x2(1 + a2t)] -I < b-2, 
for 0 G x, t G 1, inequality (1.14) readily follows. 0 
Proof of (1.9), (l.lO), (1.15). Since this follows from the same argument as that previously used, 
we omit the details. 
To obtain series S(“) consider the identity 
[ b2 + x2 + a2x2y2] -* = (x2 + b2)-l [1+=1-l, (2.16) 
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and expand the right-hand side, providing a, b satisfy condition (y). The substitution of the 
resulting series in (2.11) gives 
S(Y) = a 
2b 
f (-1)~~j’l’y’*t*l/‘(l + b2t)-k-1 dy dt. 
k=O 0 0 
(2.17) 
The use of integral (2.2), (2.6) and of a transformation of the hypergeometric function [l, 15.3.31 
produces (1.10). 
To determine an estimate for the remainder of the series SCy) consider (2.17) to get 
s(y) _ S(,‘) _ c-l)” u2”+lb/1j1 t”-“2y2” dt dy 
II 2 o o (t+b2)n(t+b2+a2ty2)’ 
n=l,2 )... . (2.18) 
Taking the new variable 
t(1 + b2) 
‘= b2+t ’ 
equation (2.18) becomes 
S(Y) _ S(Y) = 
(-1)“u2n+1 1 1 y2nrn-1/2 dy dr 
n 
2(1 + b2)“-l JJ 0 0 (1 + b2 - ~)l’~(l + b2 + a2y27) * 
Thus estimate (1.15) follows easily from the inequalities 
(1 + b2 + a’$~)-’ < (1 + b2)-‘, (1 + b2 -T)-’ < b-2, 
provided 0 <y, r < 1. 0 
Proof of (Lll), (1.12), (1.16). By writing the integrand function of (2.11) in the form 
( b2 + x2 + a’x’y’)-’ = 
’ 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
and proceeding as in the previous case, one obtains 
S’“‘=b2 f? ‘-“kklJ,l (b2+ u;~2y2jk+l dx dy. 
k=O 
(2.21) 
Since (2.2), we have 
1 1 
JJ 
x2k dx dy = 
o o (b2+a2x2y2)k+1 b2k+2(:k + 1) 
k+l, k++; k+f;-g) dy. 
Series (1.12) follows then from (2.20) and a known integral [5, 7.51.121. Using (2.20) one may 
also deduce the following representation for the remainder of the series SC’): 
SC@ - P = ( - vb2p/,1 (b2 + a*x2y2;;;;yx2 + a2X2y2) - (2.22) 
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From this and from the inequalities 
(b2+a2x2JP-1<bZ”, (bZ+a2x2+a2x2L.2)-l~b-2, o<x, y<l, 
estimate (1.16) easily follows, completing the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. A generalization 
In this section we extend some of the previous results to a generalized form of the integral 
(1.1). This has been considered in [ll] and may be expressed as 
H=H[‘;Pf;‘] =u(xA(x2+p)-“F( a, /3; y;- &) dx, (3-l) 
Re(y)>Re(p)>O, p, a, b>O, X<2a-1. 
Note that [ll, Eq. 51 
where f(a, b) is defined in (1.1). 
Using the integral representation for Gauss’ hypergeometric function, the integral (3.1) can be 
written in the form [ll, Eq. 161 
4Y) b 
H= WmY -P) 0 0 JJ 1x”t8-‘(l - t)y-fi-1(x2 +p + &2)-” dt dx. (3.4 
Following the same argument of Section 2 we derive three different series expansions of H. 
First we break, as in (2.12), the integral (3.2) in two parts: 
H=@-G, (3.3) 
where 
aY) @ = r(p>r(y _ p) Or olx"tyl - tyy JJ x2 +p + tu2)-a dt dx 
and 
lx”rP-l(l - ++l(,2 +p + &2)-” dt dx. 
(3.4 
(3.5) 
Then we observe that the integral @ is a hypergeometric function. In fact, inverting the order of 
summation in (3.4) and using the integral representation for the beta function [l, 6.2.1, 6.2.21 and 
for the hypergeometric function [l, 15.3.11, we obtain 
Qi = up-“+(~+‘)/2 
r(a-:X-+) 
2%) 
r(:(A + 1))~ cP:(A+l), p; y;-; (3.6) 
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By taking r = b2/x2 as a new variable in (3.5) it follows 
ar(y)b’+” ’ 
G= 2ww(Y-P) 0 0 // 
1Ta-(h+3)/*tb-l(l _ t)‘-P-l( b* +pT + a*tx)ma & dx. 
(3.7) 
From this, three different series expansions for G may be established. To do this consider 
[b*+T(p+a*t)]-a=b-*” f ( ;a)(p+u*t)k& b* > a2 +p, 
k=O 
(3.8) 
[(b*+pT) +a*+a= (b2+,Tp)-a F ( ia) l;221:7:b;k, b* >a*, 
k=O 
(3.9) 
[(b*+u*tT) +p~]-~= (b* + a2t7)-a F ( ia) (b2 tk;:,t)k, b* >p. (3.10) 
k=O 
The substitution of (3.8)-(3.10) in (3.7) gives, respectively, 
(3.11) 
G(2)= abr(y) O” 
r(p) c ( ka) (b* +;)kk+a-l 
k-0 
X 
T(k+@F(:-:A,l; k+a++-fX;-p/b*), 
I-( k + y)(2k + 2a - h - 1) 
b2>a2 
> (3.12) 
($3) = ),*+A-*a 1 
*k 2k+2a-h-1 
x,F; b, k+a, k+a-:A-:; y, k+a-+A+$; -b2 
i 
a2 
where we have used [l, 6.2.2, 15.3.11 and [5, 751.121. 
TO summarize the above results we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let H be given by (3.1). Then 
H = ap -a+(h+1)/2 rb - :A - 1) 
w4 
qm + 1)) 
xF c~+(h+l), p; y;-5 +G(‘), 
i i 
i=l, 2, 3, 
where G(l), GC2), GC3) are given by (3.11)-(3.13), respectively. 
(3.14) 
Theorem 2 generalizes part of Theorem 1. By taking p = 1, h = 0, (Y = 1, p = 3, y = 4 in 
(3.14), (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), it may be easily seen that equations (1.7)-(1.12) are recovered. 
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The expression of H given by (3.14), (3.12) is known; apart from a linear transformation of 
the hypergeometric function [l, 15.3.31 it coincides with a result established in [ll, Equation 
following (23)] by an independent method. 
Remark. The generalization of the series (1.5), (1.6) can be directly obtained by a binomial 
expansion of the integrand function of (3.2). Since the resulting series is known [ll, (20)] we omit 
it. 
4. Numerical applications 
In principle all the series SC*‘, S(a), SC?), SC’) given in Section 1 are suitable for the numerical 
calculation of the integral f( a, b). 
However, because of the restrictions ((Y), (p), (y), (S), the series SC”) seems to be the one 
most manageable for numerical purposes. Moreover, the comparison of the remainder bound 
(1.15) of the series SCy) with the corresponding estimates (1.13), (1.14) of series SC”‘, SCp’ shows 
that SC”) converges, as a general rule, more rapidly than SC*‘, S@‘. 
When u, b are large, one may guess, by comparing (1.15) with (1.16), series SC” will be 
computationally advantageous with respect to series S (v) However we observe that, whereas the . 
calculation of the coefficients of series SC” is an expensive one, the coefficients of series SCv) can 
be evaluated by a straightforward three-term recurrence relation. To see this, set 
a2k 1 
Ck=(-l)‘; (l+b2)k (2k+l)2 
1 1 T, 1; k+-;- T : 
b 
Using known Gauss’ relations for contiguous hypergeometric functions [l, 15.2.273 and special 
values of hypergeometric functions [l, 15.1.5, 15.1.81, one finds 
L 
ck+l = - 2(1 + b2,(ka+ 1)(2k + 3) 
x([4k+1+b2(2k+1)](2k+l)ck+a2(2k-l)2~~_,], k=O,1,2,..., 
with starting values 
b 
c-1= -a, co = arctan b-‘. 
Thus the partial sums,of SCy) are given by 
n-l 
s,‘r’,= c Ck, n=l,2 )... . (4.2) 
k=O 
The coefficients of the series S (a), ,S@’ can be determined by similar recursion equations; this 
does not seem to be the case for the coefficients of the series SC’). 
From the a priori bounds (1.13)-(1.16), it is possible to predict an estimate of the number of 
terms of the series SC*‘, SC”), SC”), S’“‘, say NC”‘, N@‘, NCy), NC’), which are to be calculated 
for obtaining, for a given a and b, a prescribed accuracy of the sum of the series. 
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For instance, if M is the number of exact decimal digits desired from summing the series SC*), 
one may require NC*’ to satisfy 
$b&“‘“’ = 10-M. 
Thus, 
NC”’ 2: 
-M- lg,,(&zb) 
2 lg,cG * 
In a similar manner one gets 
N(P) z -f&f - kl0 [ 4Wl 
kl, [Cl + a2Vb21 ’ 
N(Y) = -M - kl, [ 49b)l 
klcl[~2/(l + b2)l ’ 
NC”’ = A4 - klO3 
2 klllb . 
(4.3) 
(4.4 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
As an example take a = 0.5, b = 1.5, M = 5. The above estimates predict that no more than 
N’“’ = 7, NCp’ = 16, NC”) = 4, NC’) = 13 terms of the series SC*‘, SCB’, SCv), SC’), respectively, 
are necessary for producing five exact decimal digits. 
Another example is supplied by a = 9, b = 10, M = 5. In this instance we have 
N(Y) 2: 41 N(6) 3. 3 
and we see that, apart from the fact that the calculation of the coefficients is a difficult task, the 
series SC’) is convenient. 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the series SCy) in calculating the integral f( a, b), and the 
accuracy of the associated remainder estimate, we-consider an approximation, say cp( a, b), given 
by first few terms of representation (1.9), that is 
‘p (a, b) = $T arcsinh a - a arctan b-‘. (4.7) 
Since (1.15), it follows 
If(a, b)-da, b)l G u3 
9b(l + b2) ’ (44 
Approximation (4.7) and absolute error bound (4.8) have been evaluated for several values of 
a, b. The obtained results are listed in Table 1, where the exact values of f( a, b) and the exact 
absolute error are also quoted. (The exact values are taken from [3, Table l] or calculated by the 
exact series given in [lo], reproduced in this paper as (1.3).) 
From Table 1 one may see that the function cp( a, b) given by (4.7) supplies a fairly good 
approximation of the function f( a, b) given by integral (1.1). The accuracy of cp( a, b), and the 
a priori estimate (4.8), decreases for a approaching b and for large values of a, b. In this case a 
better approximation of f(u, b) can be obtained by using asymptotic expansion (l-20), (1.21). 
For example, by using (1.20), (1.21) one gets 
f(2, 2) = 1.3517, f(5, 5) - 2.7164, f(l0, 10) 2: 3.7936, f(20, 20) = 4.8795, 
which compares favorably with the values listed in Table 1. The error estimates (1.16) corre- 
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Approximation (p( a, b) and a priori absolute error compared with exact values 
b a = 0.1 a = 0.2 a = 0.5 a =l.O a = 2.0 a = 5.0 a = 10.0 a = 20.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
5.0 
10.0 
20.0 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
A 
B 
C 
D 
0.009934 
0.009706 
0.000228 
0.001100 
0.01968 0.03897 
0.01948 0.03742 
0.00040 0.00155 
0.00053 0.00427 
0.04622 0.09160 0.2160 
0.04610 0.09067 0.2023 
0.00012 0.00093 0.0137 
0.00018 0.00142 0.0222 
0.07833 0.1554 0.3689 0.6395 
0.07828 0.1550 0.3631 0.5990 
o.50.10-4 0.0004 0.0057 0.0404 
o.50.10-4 0.00044 0.0069 0.0556 
0.11046 0.21946 0.5254 0.9307 1.4074 
0.11045 0.21937 0.5241 0.9208 1.3404 
1.o.1o-5 8.9.1O-5 0.0013 0.0099 0.067 
1.1.10-s 8.9.10-’ 0.0014 0.0111 0.089 
0.13708 0.27263 0.65729 1.1879 
0.13708 0.27262 0.65718 1.1871 
0.0 6.7.10-6 1.1*10-4 8.0.10-4 
8.6-10-7 6.8.10-6 1.1.10-4 8.5.10-4 
0.14685 0.29217 0.70607 1.2849 
0.14685 0.29217 0.70605 1.2848 
0.0 0.0 1.3-10-5 1.0.10-4 
1.1 .10-7 8.8.10-7 1.4*10-5 1.1.10-4 
0.15182 0.30211 0.73091 1.3345 
0.15182 0.30211 0.73091 1.3345 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.4.10-E 1.1.10-7 1.7.1oP 1.4.1o-5 
1.8793 2.726 
18729 2.645 
0.0064 0.081 
0.0068 0.107 
2.06918 3.147 3.796 
2.0683 3.134 3.7129 
8.8.10-4 0.013 0.083 
8.8*10-4 0.014 0.110 
2.16785 3.384 4.223 4.880 
2.16774 3.383 4.210 4.796 
1.09.10-4 0.001 0.013 0.004 
1.1. 1o-4 0.0017 0.014 0.11 
A = exact value of the integral f(a, b), 
B = approximation &a, b) given by (4.7), 
C = exact absolute error, 
D = absolute error predicted by (4.8). 
sponding to these values are 0.0833, 0.0133, 0.00333, 0.833 - 10P5. This also improves the error 
estimate from (4.8) quoted in Table 1. 
Remark. It is possible to consider an inverse problem. Given the ratio a/b, determine a and b 
such that the integral f( a, b) defined in (1.1) is represented by means of an approximation of 
the form (1.20), (1.21) within a prescribed accuracy E = lOeM. For example, find a = b such that 
equation (1.20), (1.21) approximates integral f( a, b) with five exact decimal digits. 
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By using (1.16) it follows 
a=b>, i- +1O5 = 183. 
Analogous problems may be stated for approximations (1.17)-(1.19) or for more complicated 
representations involving a higher number of terms of the related series. 
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